• EDUCATION • AUTOMOTIVE • AVIATION • RAIL • ENERGY
• ADVANCED MANUFACTURING • GENERAL INDUSTRY • HGV
• APPRENTICESHIP SCHEMES

INVESTING IN TOOLS FOR LIFE
EXCELLENCE IN EDUCATION PROGRAMME
Snap-on’s Excellence in Education programme is founded on
the principals of supporting vocational and academic training to
help develop the technicians and engineers of tomorrow.
In today’s competitive workplace, education and improving
skills are fundamental requirements for personal career
development and a strong economy. Creating an authentic and
safe environment in which to learn will better equip any student
and those upgrading their skills to be more effective in the
workplace through familiarity and experience.
In recent times we have seen education, especially in engineering
and the various motor trade disciplines, develop from making
do with the bare essentials, to an expectation from Governing
bodies, students, apprentices, parents and prospective employers
that the best possible learning experience should be gained in
preparation for the working life ahead.
Snap-on’s Excellence In Education programme has a reputation
for providing that all so important learning environment in which
to inspire, engage and produce skilled, work-ready technicians
and engineers that industry requires. Its underlying principle
is to provide quality industry relevant tooling and workshop
equipment with heavily subsidised terms. This combined with a
host of additional benefits for the educational market, ensures
that no one should be disadvantaged by using outdated, worn
or substandard tooling at the most critical time in their career.
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For decades, the Excellence in Education programme has
earned its reputation supplying everyday hand tools, workshop
equipment, storage solutions right through to turnkey
installations. Our ever growing list of partners currently stands
in excess of 200 companies and training providers including;
British Airways, Thomas Cook, Flybe, Honda, Toyota and
Hyundai. These in addition to leading colleges including; The
Manchester College, Neath & Port Talbot, Leicester College,
North Hertfordshire, Tresham College, Somerset College,
Solihull Woodlands College and most recently both NESCOT
and Sunderland Colleges new workshops.
Our partnership approach has seen the delivery of cutting
edge training solutions with projects that bridge the
gap between academia and industry, adding substantial
competitive benefits to business and crucial future research
and development. Amongst these is the Sheffield University
with their Advanced Manufacturing Research Centre.
The Factory 2050 - Factory of the Future!
Through the Excellence in Education programme, we
can combine the resources of the entire Snap-on group,
providing a vast range of products and services that include;
aviation tooling, hand tools, workshop equipment, automotive
diagnostics, storage and Tools@Height safety products, offering
you the right solution, whatever your training requirements.

TOOLS FOR LIFE

The Excellence in Education program includes:
• Industry related knowledge and best practices

• Safety posters

• Event support

• Subsidised software upgrades

• Safety videos

• Branded signage

• Discounted tool purchase scheme

• Free tool laser engraving

• CPD sessions

• Student award and prize subsidies

• Subsidised tool control foam

• Links to industry

• Tool safety meetings

• Discounts on ex demo tools

Since 1920, the Snap-on brand has been associated with
quality and innovation. Our tools have served professional
technicians and engineers for generations and are accredited
for their reliability, productivity and value.
Today our product range extends to over 24,000 lines and
our productivity programmes such as Level 5 tool control,
Tools@Height and TCMax Asset Management Software bring
additional benefits of industry related 'best practice', all of
which combine to deliver a unrivalled approach to the delivery
of modern training.

THERE IS A DIFFERENCE

ENGINEERING THE FUTURE

AVIATION KITS REACH FOR NEW HEIGHTS

AEROSPACE

ALL TOOLED UP FOR AVIATION TRAINING
HOW WE CAN TAKE YOUR AVIATION TRAINING TO NEW HEIGHTS?
With industry demand for new aviation engineers at record levels, there has never been a
better time to engage with the Excellence In Education programme and benefit from our
expertise and market orientated products and programmes, developed through decades
of experience in our most successful market sector.

Designed in partnership with one of the world’s major airlines,
our comprehensive general purpose aircraft maintenance
tool kit, contains the day to day tooling you will always need.
Contained within a durable Snap-on portable tool chest, this
aviation kit is packed with high quality standard 1/4" and 3/8"
drive A/F Snap-on tooling. All thoughtfully laid out with every
tool easily accessible at your fingertips and all contained
within hard wearing aviation standard tool control foam.

AVIATION APPRENTICE KIT KSK953

With a huge choice of industry relevant tooling for engineering, airframe and avionics,
combined with the very best in tool storage and class leading tool control, Snap-on has
aviation all tooled up.

If you’re looking for a ready-made tool kit to bring efficiency
and productivity to your training course or apprenticeship
scheme, then with over 500 tool kits already in use, this is the
ideal kit for you.

OVER

500
KITS IN SERVICE

INCLUDES TOOL CONTROL FOAM
AND FREE LASER ENGRAVING!

Our industry reputation and extensive portfolio of standard tool kits, specialist equipment
and best practice tool control, make Snap-on your ideal business partner of choice in this
critical industry.

• Kit contains 87 tools
• Snap-on KRW184 tool chest
• 80 tooth ratchets for restricted access work
• Socketry 3/16" - 3/4" over 1/4" and 3/8" drive sizes
• Wrench sizes 1/4" - 1"

Level 5 teaches best practice and takes tool control to
new levels, with advanced measures of organisation
and accountability, ensuring you are highly organised
for the practical delivery of course content. Level 5
makes teaching and learning with tools and equipment
far more efficient. Understanding the dangers of
FOD and how to eliminate it, are key training issues.
Snap-on’s Level 5 programme is more than just tool
control, it can be your complete management system,
providing broader and deeper knowledge about your
tools, who uses them and their location at any given
time. Our TC Max Asset Management Software can
account for every piece of equipment used, date of
purchase, their value, servicing and calibration dates
and even if someone has been trained how to use it.

AVIONICS HIGH USE KIT KSK1453
• High use portable toolkit
• Durable blow moulded storage system
• 56 Tools
• 1/4" Drive sockets from
1/8” to 9/16”
• 3 lift out trays
• Free laser engraving
Extra storage within lid compartment

The Level 5 programme offers you the highest level of
control according to your needs, exposing students to
industry standard best practice at the time that when
it is best served and remaining a skill for life.

APPRENTICE MECHANICAL KIT KSK457
PROUD TO WORK WITH

THOMAS COOK™

• Includes KRA2007 roll cab

• 5 tool control foam pads

• Free laser engraving

• Two spare drawers for expansion

• 109 Snap-on heritage tools in
1/4” and 3/8” Drive

• Lock 'n Roll® drawers on roll cab
prevent unwanted opening during use

“We at Thomas Cook Aircraft Engineering engage
with Snap-on Industrial’s Excellence In Education
programme because of the personal touch and
unrivalled service. It equips our apprentices with the
best quality tooling that will serve them throughout
their careers. I can’t think of a better investment than
the tool you only ever have to buy once!”
Simon Dunning
Technical Instructor

www.snapon.com/industrialuk
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TO BE THE BEST YOU NEED AN EDGE!

what’s new
IN DIAGNOSTICS
It’s widely accepted as modern day industry best practice for today’s
sophisticated motor vehicles to be tested before touched. Careful
attention and technical expertise is now a must when working on
vehicles with more computing power and safety related equipment
than ever before.
Recognised as the market leading provider of automotive
diagnostic equipment, Snap-on’s range of user friendly hardware
and diagnostic software have been developed for the real world,
covering over 98% of the vehicle car park and featuring live links to
OEM service information and Sure-Track®. Our equipment is highly
relevant and an ideal teaching aid for a modern garage environment,
helping to enhance the learning experience.

SOLUS EDGE™
Includes SureTrack expert information and verified parts
replacement records for a confident diagnosis. A Large
8" display for better readability and greater ease of use
Super-fast boot up: ready to use in just 5 seconds

Live from thousands of trade sources, the Snap-on platforms are
designed to improve the users knowledge as well as assisting in
fixing the problem first time!
With immediate start-ups, plug and play scanner and E.O.B.D. entry,
easy navigation touch screens and wifi enabled connections to
further enhance teaching and learning, this industry leading range
of future proof diagnostic hand-helds from Snap-on, are the ideal
choice for trade relevant and cutting edge training for the real world.
Designed by Engineers - used by Top Technicians.

• Unique, steady-charge lithium-ion battery system
charges automatically from the vehicle
• Detailed trouble code definitions, live data,
functional tests, relearns, and adaptations
• Custom data lists, freeze-frame, PID sorting, pause,
zoom, PID trigger, snapshot, and cursor functions
• USB port for PC connectivity; save, print and
download software upgrades using ShopStream
Connect software*
• Ability to record all available live data parameters
and graph any four on screen at once
• High-capacity microSD™ card contains diagnostic
software and stores your data files

WHY CHOOSE SNAP-ON DIAGNOSTICS...

• Embedded SMX® Operating System dedicated to
diagnostic functions for fast, reliable operation

Snap-on® diagnostic tools are known the world over for great
performance, rock-solid construction and intuitive design, along
with instant access to our technical support team as well as online
and in person training classes. But what makes them the best in
the industry is what we put into them, both when they’re built and
over the life of every tool!

Our component test meter coverage keeps on growing to allow
you to make the right diagnostic diagnosis. Included as part of
our MODIS and VERUS platforms this content is bursting with
information. With thousands more tests added at each release
we’ve now extended our coverage to over 30,000 vehicle specific
component tests.

We’ve brought our manufacturer coverage right up to date and our
scanners now include Quickscan and Quickclear fault code functions.

These are just some of the highlights. Ask your Snap-on account
manager for more details and the latest vehicle coverage guides.

• Fast-Track Troubleshooter database includes
vehicle-specific tips, tests, and time savers

OUR MOST COMPREHENSIVE DIAGNOSTIC TOOL

With vehicle technology ever evolving, understanding diagnostics and the advanced equipment used is paramount within education.

ONLY SNAP-ON OFFERS YOU:
• Access to SureTrack ™ online database, sourcing real time tips,
fixes and commonly replaced parts from the trade.
• Regular updates to maximise shelf life to keep your diagnostic
equipment current

• Industry benchmark platforms with over 50% of market share
• Latest technology software and PC links to aid real time
theory and practical classes
• Intuitive plug and play icon driven software

• Coverage in excess of 98% of the standard car park

UPGRADE YOUR PLATFORM:
‘EDUCATION UPGRADE DEALS’ ASK ABOUT
OUR PREFERENTIAL DEALS AND TRADE-IN’S

VERUS EDGE™
More vehicle coverage, expert tips and
industry knowledge than any other
diagnostic platform on the market.
Thin and light tablet-style design, with a
capacitive touchscreen that is sensitive
to your every gesture. Powers up to
ready mode in just 5 seconds. Get fast
one-touch access to scan, scope, guided
component tests, vehicle records and
SureTrack® Expert Information.

• Large Capacitive 10” touchscreen
• Integrated and updatable Snap-on web
based repair information system

COMMERCIAL DIAGNOSTICS PACKAGE
JALTEST PAD
The Jaltest diagnostic platform allows for diagnosis on large commercial
vehicles such as trucks and buses: A single piece of hardware to cover
your entire HGV fleet. Powerful, intuitive and user friendly .

• Access to Technical Service Bulletins
straight from the manufacturers
• Solid state 64GB hard drive for extra
speed and storage
• ‘Ready mode’ - allows tool to turn on
in just 5 seconds whilst prolonging
battery life
• Thinner and lighter than the Verus Pro
• Factory installed antivirus security

• Expert mode available
• View 8 parameters at any one time
• Deliver diagnostics / maintenance reports
• On the road diagnostics assistance
• Step by step test procedures
• List last 10 vehicles tested
• Wiring diagrams

Wiring Diagrams

Component Testing

Easy to read individual wiring
diagrams and links to other
components

With detailed illustrations, step by
step guides, comparison charts and
other supporting information

• Print capabilities

Component Locations
Detailed schematics and actual
images of the component

www.snapon.com/industrialuk
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Smart Pack
Provides information directly from
the vehicle manufacturers, including
5,300+ technical service bulletins,
OEM recalls & symptom diagnostics

ENGINEERING THE FUTURE

dvsa approved mot lANE
ALL TOOLED UP FOR TESTING
With over 70 years of experience in the automotive aftermarket Snap-on’s Sun brand has
become synonymous with quality, service and reliability with an unparalleled reputation for
providing excellent value.

A REPUTATION THAT
SPEAKS FOR ITSELF
WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS SAY...

No matter if you are considering becoming a DVSA approved testing station, offering
DVSA training courses or just modernising the equipment in your existing bay, Snap-on
has a proven fully integrated support service to help guide you through every stage of the
required procedures and legislation requirements.
Our highly experienced and dedicated team ensures that our Sun brand has an unrivalled
market reputation for providing quality, value and a seamless service.
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Our modern ATL with its wireless operating system and
optional driver tablet, integrated rear slip plates and stateof-the-art DGA5000 emissions analyser, is truly industryleading. Alternatively, if you’re looking to upgrade from your
existing equipment to DVSA standard then our skilled team
will advise the options available to you, what equipment is
required with what work you will need to undertake to meet the
stringent regulations.
Our in-house UK team will guide you through the entire process.
Our Area Account Managers will visit your premises to provide
advice on selecting the most suitable equipment mix and prepare
quality drawings to support your DVSA application, if required.

WHEEL
BALANCING

WHEEL
ALIGNMENT

TYRE CHANGERS

Once your equipment is installed and your bay is up and running
we provide unrivalled product support from our dedicated team
based in the UK.
Our Snap-on employed network of GEA and UKAS accredited
engineers is on hand to provide calibration and routine maintenance
to keep your investment in the best working condition.
Our experienced team ensure the Snap-on Sun brand continues to
have an unparalleled reputation for providing the highest quality,
excellent value and great service throughout.
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Director

EQUIPMENT

EMISSIONS TESTING
GAS ANALYSER DGA5000
The Sun DGA5000 diagnostic gas analyser and emissions platform provides the modern
workshop with a flexible piece of equipment that can continue to develop in line with your needs.

Perth College, UHI

With fast warm-up and initialisation the DGA5000 Combi is ready for action in a matter of
seconds. The unit is operated through a simple, icon-based navigation system that can be used
without any special training. A remote control device is provided so that you can even operate
the programme while sitting in the car or walking around the bay.

‘We chose to buy our DVSA MOT

LS BRAND...

...with a reliable back-up service.
Their communication during our
purchase was always
clear and concise and the quality
of service throughout was first clas
s’.
We have been delighted to have
been part of the 'Excellence in Edu
cation programme'.

Outside of MOT testing the DGA 5000 can be upgraded to carry out computerised wheel
alignment when paired with one of Snap-on’s ‘PC’ alignment systems.

David Stewart
Sector Manager, Automotive Eng
ineerin

Features:
• DSS 10 wireless smoke meter

• Laser printer

• Wireless RPM and oil temperature
measurement device with ripple/
battery measurement function

• Bluetooth® wireless RPM and oil temperature device
takes speed signal from battery or power socket
• Top spec branded PC
• Can be remotely accessed by Snap-on’s product
support team to resolve problems (unit must be
linked to customer’s own broadband connection)
• Easy maintenance with filters and oxygen cell at a
working height

g,

• Wireless OBD RPM and oil
temperature trigger device
approved for diesel testing
• Category A & B diesel smoke
emissions testing

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON EQUIPMENT SPEAK WITH YOUR
SNAP-ON INDUSTRIAL REGIONAL ACCOUNT MANAGER

• Optional remote control device

• NOx upgradeable

www.snapon.com/industrialuk

l as we...

...TRUSTED A WORLD-WIDE TOO

Flexibility is one of the new DGA5000’s key strengths as its modernised central workstation
can be used for accessing the DVSA’s web MOT portal directly. It can also be used to run the
Sun brake tester, meaning MOT testing is based entirely around one central system.

• Large 27in LCD monitor

equipment from Snap-on Industria

TOOLS FOR LIFE
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Safety ladder locks
on all posts

Our play detectors are more
likely to find fault than any other
on the market as they accentuate
any wear in steering

Headlight tester, robust
design with laser alignment
for longitudinal alignment
with vehicle

Integral jacking beam
has a higher lifting
capacity than any
other on market

Heavy duty recessed
bearing radius
plates with minimum
maintenance

Convex inspection mirrors

DVSA weblink

User friendly icon
driven operation
Integral inspection lamp incorporating
buttons for play detector operation

High quality finish platform

www.snapon.com/industrialuk

Integrated rear slip plates
allowing for dual usage when
carrying out wheel alignment

Cover plates as standard

TOOLS FOR LIFE

Unique dimple design rollers

ENGINEERING THE FUTURE

EQUIPMENT

EQUIPMENT

LIFT YOUR EXPECTATIONS

ALL TOOLED UP FOR WHEEL SERVICE

Our Wheel Alignment systems are easy to explain and use, a must for any environment in the business
of teaching vehicle servicing. By ensuring vehicles are correctly aligned, tyre life can be improved by up
to 15% and fuel usage reduced up to 10%.
Our Tyre Changers have a strong rugged design of components to ensure longer life within the
workshop. Available in swing arm and automatic tilt arm configurations, choose a Sun Tyre Changer to
allow your workshop to handle all conventional tyres on the market quickly and easily. Works on run
flats and the lowest of profiles.

Our Vehicle Lifts are available in a versatile and wide range to suit all requirements. Whether it’s a ‘2 post’,
‘4post’, ‘Mid-Rise’ or ‘Scissor lift’ with varied weight capability that you’re looking for, we have it covered.

2 POST TWIN RAM HYDRAULIC LIFT

Our Wheel Balancers are digital units available in both hand spin or motor spin configurations,
dependant on your workshop requirements. With their simple operation thanks to automatic input
of distance rim/machine and input of diameter and width via keys they are a great addition to any
workshop.

WHEEL ALIGNMENT
V2200

Offering the latest technology found on more high-end systems, the
Sun V2200 features a new, highly accurate camera system and smaller,
lighter XD targets as well as clamps that attach securely to the wheel for
more precise results.
But what makes the V2200 wheel aligner really special is its simple,
intuitive interface, easy-to-use Pro 42 software and customisable options
that provide the essential tools.
High-end performance without a high-end price tag makes the V2200
ideal for our Education customers.

CLEAR FLOOR 2 POST
ELECTRO-HYDRAULIC LIFT

COMMON FEATURES: (TO BOTH LIFTS ABOVE)
• Available in 3.5t, 4t and 5t lifting capacities
• Heavy duty low profile floor plate, with ultra low 35mm base
plate making it simple to manoeuvre ‘dead’ vehicles over it
• 4 x 3 stage arms with high lifting capacity
• 3.5t/4t are an asymmetric configuration with 5t being
symmetric to ensure the load on the lift is safely balanced
• Low profile arms to lift sports vehicles and low skirted vehicles
(not available on 5t version)

WHEEL BALANCERS

• Single button descent operation

• Completely clear floor design to allow for easy
access of the vehicle
• 3500/4000kg are an asymmetric configuration with
5000kg being symmetric to ensure the load on the
lift is safely balanced
• Comes complete with 100mm high lifting pads &
55mm on the 3500 and 4000kg versions

• Safety cut-out for carriage synchronisation - unique to Snap-on

SWB200S

• Controls can be mounted on either post
The SWB200S is a professional video wheel balancer for cars, light trucks and
Motorcycles (additional adaptors required) – with 2D SAPE (Semi-Automatic
Parameter Entry) and Smart Sonar for input of all the key measurements, wheel
offset, wheel diameter and wheel width.

KOOLKARE DUAL GAS
EEAC124C

• Fully automatic dual gas portable station
• Capable of handling both refrigerant types on
two separate lines
• High resolution colour touchscreen display
• User friendly software
• Clear at a glance view of the available fluid levels
• The unit includes two large capacity 12L
refrigerant cylinders

Meets F Gas regulation
requirements for
recovering, recycling
and recharging
R134a and R1234YF
refrigerants.

DOUBLE SCISSOR LIFT

TYRE CHANGERS

SSL3000

STC5325

The new STC5325 is a tyre changer designed for all workshop types, for handling standard
manufacturer and ultra-low profile and run flat tyres.
It offers a high productivity speed via the built-in ProSpeed inverter technology which
automatically controls the speed of the turntable dependent on the torque required when
mounting/demounting the tyre, along with a large 22-inch outer clamping range.

www.snapon.com/industrialuk
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• Easy to handle drive-on and
drive-off ramps

• Automatic lowering control

• Hydraulically synchronised
platforms

• Set of 4 rubber pads

• ‘Dead man’ controls, 24V

• Overload safety valve

• ‘Buzzer’ on last portion of
descent

• Safety valve in case of sudden
loss of pressure

• Also 3T mid-rise portable lift
option available

ENGINEERING THE FUTURE

DUAL VIEW INSPECTION SCOPE
BK5600

TOOL KITS AND technician EQUIPMENT

ALL TOOLED UP AND READY FOR WORK

• Inspection of cylinder bores and valves through the diesel injector port
• Locate leaks without a direct line of sight
• Internal diagnosis, under-dash, inside door panels, underhood, behind
engine block, inside transmission housings and any other areas not
easily accessible by technician
• 5.5mm diameter imager fits most injector ports
• Large 4.3" LCD touchscreen
• Dual view imager allows user to see forward or 90° to the side with
one touch

47-PC 1/4" GENERAL SERVICE SET

• Image sensors mounted perpendicular to each other provide the
widest field of view

147MBPGSSUK

• Digital sensor technology provides superior imagery under all light
conditions

•
•
•
•
•

Shallow 6pt sockets: 4 – 14mm
Deep 6pt sockets: 4 – 13mm
Hex bit sockets: 3 – 8mm
Torx® bit sockets: T10, 15, 20, 25, 27, 30
Phillips® bit sockets: PH0, PH1, PH2

•
•
•
•
•

3 x Flat bits
Quick release ratchet; driver handle
Extension bars: 1 1/2" and 3"
Universal joint spinner
6" breaker bar

• Custom multi-element lenses provide low optical distortion and
superior image quality
• Supplied with USB cable and 2GB SD card

GET THE FULL PICTURE!

ENGINE STARTER PACK

• Ideal for personal use emergency jumps, yet powerful enough for the workshop

EEJP200M

• For use on power sport, motorcycle and 4–8 cylinder engines
• Safer starting via reverse polarity, thermal runaway and short-circuit protection
• Able to start vehicles below freezing (operating range -5–130 °F)
• On-screen commands guide the user

77-PC 3/8" GENERAL SERVICE SET 277MBPGSSUK
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Shallow 6pt sockets: 6 – 24mm
Deep 12pt sockets: 6 – 24mm
Torx® sockets: E4 – E10, E12, E14, E16, E18, E20
Phillips® bit sockets: 3, 4
Pozidrive® bit sockets: 3, 4
Hex sockets: 6, 7, 8, 10mm
Torx® bit sockets: T10, T15, T20, T25, T27, T30, T40, T45
Ratchet

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Bright LED work light or flashing SOS
• USB port 5 V DC, 2 A for charging devices like a phone

Spinner handle
Universal joint
Extension bars: 3", 6" and 10"
Breaker handle
Spark plug socket: 16, 21mm
F x 1/2" M adaptor
F x 1/4" M adaptor
Drive sliding T-Handle

• Charge internal battery with AC from wall or DC from vehicle
• Memory saver capable with optional OBDII cable EEJP200M-4 – provides 12 V
power to the vehicle saving settings such as: radio, seat position, DTC’s keyless
entry and more

15 AMP BENCH CHARGER EEBCBENCH
• Microprocessor controlled – it does the
thinking for you... works with any battery

• Charges: automotive, motorcycle, marine,
leisure and light truck batteries

• Float-mode monitoring – aka trickle
charge – great for long term maintenance

• Compatible with - standard, agm
(absorbent glass mat), efb (enhanced
flooded battery) and gel batteries

• Auto-voltage detection – automatically
detects 6 or 12 volt batteries
• Reverse hook-up protection – charger
will not operate if clamps are reversed on
battery terminals

26-PC 1/2" METRIC GENERAL SERVICE SET
326MBPGSS

• 10 -32mm 18pc (6pt)

• 3 X Extensions (3’’, 6’’ & 10’’)

• Shallow sockets

• 1/2’’ Ratchet

• 2 X Adaptors

• 1/2’’ Drive flex handle

• Universal joint

• High impact carrying case

• Desulphation mode – for cleaning up
sulphated batteries

SELECT THE BATTERY TYPE AND
LET THE CHARGER TAKE OVER!

HYBRID METER

BATTERY TESTER

EEDM604E

EECS150

• Colour VA Type LCD Display – 50,000 count with 51
segment bar graph

• Test: Cars, HGV and motorcycles

• REC (Record Mode) – store minimum, maximum and
average readings over a measurement period

• Displays % of cold cranking amps

WILLIAMS 23-PC 3/4" DRIVE SET

• PEAK-H – peak hold button engages .25 millisecond rapid
signal capture function to catch glitches

• Test batteries rated 100–1400 CCA

JHW33914

• COMP (Compare) – activates the compare function to
compare your reading against a known standard

• Detects battery voltage as low as 6 V

All tools are professional quality, made of high-grade chrome
vanadium steel. Sockets feature SUPERTORQUE® lobular
openings for greater turning power without deforming the
fastener. Metal tool box will allow for years of rugged use.
Set Contains:
• 19 Metric Sockets

• Breaker Bar

• x 2 Extension

• Ratchet

• EDIT – use in conjunction with the COMP and arrow buttons
to set the standard value for comparing readings
•

• Ohms, Conductance,
Continuity – toggle
between measuring
resistance, conductance
and continuity buzzer

• ACV/Hz (AC Volts and
Frequency) – measure
up to 1,000 V AC – Push
the grey button to view
frequency, duty, and mS
pulse width of the signal

Hybrid maintenance kit KSK1962
• KRBC3TD roll cart with lockable storage

• Hz (Frequency) – measure
the frequency, duty and
pulse width of sensors
and signals. Also used to
measure temperature (grey
button)

• Spare Top and bottom storage trays
• Snap-on branded foam inserts for
reliable asset management
• 3/8” drive tooling, including the most
common Hybrid vehicle fastener sizes

• AC/DC Current Functions
(Amps) – measure the
parasitic draw from the
battery with ignition off

• 1000 Volt Insulated tooling
• Optional Hybrid Multi-meter
(EEDM604E)

TOOLS FOR LIFE

• Reverse polarity protection
• Test 12 V batteries
• Test standard and AGM batteries
• Starter and alternator results voltage only
• Power from battery being tested

HOLD – lock the reading on the display for hard to read
locations for future reference

• DCV (DC Volts) – measure
up to 1,000 V

www.snapon.com/industrialuk

FULLY AUTOMATIC!

THERMAL IMAGER
EETHGB300A
• Uses infrared imaging technology to
reveal heat from friction, electrical
resistance, pressure changes and more
• See precise detail with complete thermal
images made up of 4,800 temperature
zones
• Shows extreme temperatures from
-4–840 ° F (-20–450 ° C)
• Detect problems all around the vehicle:
brakes, heated seats, misfires, HVAC, worn
bearings, belts, emission controls, and
many more
• Exclusive database of guided tests
shows dozens of valuable automotive
applications
• Reference images showing normal
components and failed components, so
you know exactly what to look for

ENGINEERING THE FUTURE

PPE EQUIPMENT

ORDER
TOGETHER
FOR A GREAT

STUDENT KITS

BUNDLE
DEAL!

TOOL KITS FOR TOMORROWS TECHNICIANS

PROTECTIVE WORKWEAR

PROTECTIVE EYEWEAR

FAST-FIT GLOVES

GLASS31RC

GLOVE300AL (S/M/L/XL/XXL)

STARTER

AVAILABLE TO ALL FULL TIME STUDENTS!

1) PERSONAL STUDENT KIT

KSK1858

Ideal portable metric starter tool kit for all full time students
• 112 tools housed in quality black and red tool control foam
• Snap-on KRW184 lockable red tool chest

• Fit to suit – adjustable arm length and angle

• Comfortable, durable and protective

• Anti-scratch protection and anti-fog lens coating

• Elasticated cuffs

• 1/4’’ and 3/8’’ drive metric tools

OVER 800

• Personalised laser engraved
name plaque

• Includes soft pouch to protect glasses
• Provides 99.9% UV protection

SOLD ALREADY

INTERMEDIATE

2) STUDENT ROLL CART

KSK608

Kit Contains:
• KRBC7 roll cart series available in red, royal blue and black
• 77-PC 3/8" square drive socket set

BRANDED KNEELING MAT

• 47-PC 1/4" square drive socket set
• 12-PC combination wrench set 8-19mm

POLYEIEKM

• 7-PC screwdriver set

Made from highly durable, oil and grease resistant,
33mm deep foam. The Snap-on technician kneeler
is perfect to bring comfort and style for low level
jobs. This lightweight stylish accessory is a fantastic
addition to your personal workshop equipment.

• 5-PC pliers set
• 2 black and blue tool control foam pads
• Free laser engraving
Secure Mobile Rollcart Features:
• Locking flip top lid with gas springs for greater control
• Latch system to unlock all four drawers once the top
lid has been opened with the key
• Folding side work shelf provides extra work space
• Drawer liners provided

Performance
OVERALLS

• Teflon coated 65/35 polycotton twill fabric
• Concealed press stud closers

• 2 hip pockets with opening to
inner garments

LOGOOVL4 (S/M/L/XL/XXL)

• 2 chest pockets

• Elasticated waist and cuffs

• Locking pry bar compartment securely holds pry bars
and long length screwdrivers

• Back pocket and leg pocket

OVER 500

UNITS SOLD TO
EDUCATION!

Snap-on branding throughout

Easy change with press studs

ADVANCED

Pocket detailing

STUDENT STARTER DIAGNOSTICS
MICROSCAN III

KSK1159

CONTENTS INCLUDE: STUDENT ROLL CART
(KSK608) plus these additional items:

Kit Contains:

• 3/8" 20-110NM torque wrench

• Pick up tool

EESCEU720A

• 16pin data cable

• 1/2” 40-210NM torque wrench

• 9-PC allen key set

• Automatically reads codes

• USB cable

• 26-PC 1/2" drive socket set

• Scriber

• Touch screen

• 4 x AAA batteries

• Multi-meter

• 50% larger display

• Soft case

• Screwdriver bit set

• Double ended 16oz ball
pein hammer

• Icon navigation

• Protective skin

• 4-PC locking pliers

• Ratcheting screwdriver

• Built-in code tips graph 3
parameters

• Quick start guide

• Torch

• Safety manual

• 12" steel rule

• 5 black and blue tool
control foam pads

TA AND
QUICKLY DISPLAYS LIVE DA
ENGINE
CODES ON ALL MODERNEM
S
ST
SY
MANAGEMENT
www.snapon.com/industrialuk

3) Lecturers Roll CarT

TOOLS FOR LIFE

• Free laser engraving

DESIGNED BY TECHNICIANS FOR TECHNICIANS!
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